MINUTES OF MEETING: December 4, 2000

PRESENT: R. Campbell, S. Cash (Chair), A. Gonzalez, M. Joyce, I. Kett, E. Klein, T. Omidsalar, A. Stauffer, P. Sigal, K. Ying

Excused Absence: J. Klinestiver, W. Tikkanen, L. Whitcomb

1. Announcements

1.1 S. Cash thanked E. Klein, M. Joyce and W. Tikkanen for their service on EPC this quarter.

2. Intent to Raise Questions

None.

3. Liaison Reports

Graduate Studies Subcommittee
E. Klein reported that GSS approved the MA in Music program modification and the Certificate in Teaching Writing. Also discussed were the Forgivable Loan procedures.

Executive Committee
S. Cash reported that the Executive Committee discussed Implementation of the 180 Quarter-Unit Minimum Requirement.

4. Approval of Agenda

M/s/p to approve the agenda.

5. Approval of the Minutes

M/s/p to approve the minutes.

6. Curricular Items

6.1 Actions Reported by the Executive Secretary
M/s/p to reflect in the minutes.

7. Review of the Urban Learning Major, EPC 99-22A

Review of the draft recommendation document continued. A new draft document will be sent on this week and will be approved by e-mail.

8. Implementation of the 180 Quarter-Unit Minimum Requirements for Award of the Baccalaureate, EPC 00-02

The draft documents were reviewed. The following action was taken:

M/s/p to approve the cover memo and questionnaire as meeting the sentiment of the committee
M/s/p to forward ahead of the approval of the minutes

9. Pilot Projects on Campus, EPC 99-30

This item was not discussed.
ACTIONS REPORTED BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

BA Music
Mus 101 and 487 added as required courses.

BA Political Science
Add Pols 423 to electives for the major.

MA Spanish
Change in the length of time given to take the comprehensive exam.

NEW COURSES

MATH 110 Foundations of the Real Number System for the Elementary and Middle School Teachers
Prerequisites: A score of 480 or more on the ELM or Math 90 with a minimum grade of C or exemption from the ELM requirements. Integers and elementary number theory, rational numbers, decimals and percent, ratio and proportion, alternate and bases and word problems. Restricted to students in multiple subject credential program. Graded ABC/NC.
Limits: 26
Abbr.: FndatnsOfRelNumSystForElemMidSchl
Offered: F,W,S,X

MATH 115 Elements of Algebra and Statistics for Elementary and Middle School Teachers
Prerequisites: Math 110 and satisfaction of or exemption from the ELM requirement. Functions, relations, sequences, discrete structures, probability, data analysis, and descriptive statistics. Restricted to students in multiple subject credentials programs. Graded ABC/NC.
Limits: 26
Abbr.: ElmntAgbr&StatsForElmnMidlSchl
Offered: F,W,S,X

MUS 487 Senior Project
Prerequisite/corequisite: Music 261C, Music 372. Project in lieu of a recital for students enrolled in the Bachelor of Arts, General Option. The project is selected in consultation with the major advisor. May be repeated to a maximum of 4 units. Graded CR/NC.
Limit: 10
Abbr.: Senior Project
Offered: F,W,S

POLs 423 Political Sociology of Globalization and Resistance (also listed as SOC 423)
Political and Sociological analysis of globalization as a contested process; emergence of global societies and movements; social forces advancing global neo-liberalism; resistance by workers, indigenous, woman’s and environmental transnational movements.
Limits: 40
Abbr.: PoliticlSocOfGlobliztn&Resistnc
Offered: F

SOC 423 Political Sociology of Globalization and Resistance (also listed as POLS 423)
Political and Sociological analysis of globalization as a contested process; emergence of global societies and movements; social forces advancing global neo-liberalism; resistance by workers, indigenous, woman’s and environmental transnational movements.
Limits: 40
Abbr.: PoliticlSocOfGlobliztn&Resistnc
Offered: S